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HYPERKA¨HLER ARNOLD CONJECTURE AND ITS
GENERALIZATIONS
VIKTOR L. GINZBURG AND DORIS HEIN
Abstract. We generalize and refine the hyperka¨hler Arnold conjecture, which
was originally established, in the non-degenerate case, for three-dimensional
time by Hohloch, Noetzel and Salamon by means of hyperka¨hler Floer theory.
In particular, we prove the conjecture in the case where the time manifold
is a multidimensional torus and also establish the degenerate version of the
conjecture. Our method relies on Morse theory for generating functions and
a finite-dimensional reduction along the lines of the Conley–Zehnder proof of
the Arnold conjecture for the torus.
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1. Introduction
The main objective of this paper is to prove a generalization of the hyperka¨hler
Arnold conjecture originally established via hyperka¨hler Floer theory by Hohloch,
Noetzel and Salamon in [HNS].
The setting of the hyperka¨hler Arnold conjecture is similar to its standard Hamil-
tonian counterpart, but the time manifold is three-dimensional (T3 or SUp2q rather
than S1) and the target manifold is equipped with a hyperka¨hler rather than a sym-
plectic structure. The space of maps from the time manifold to the target manifold
carries a suitably defined action functional, akin to the standard action functional in
Hamiltonian mechanics, provided that a version of a Hamiltonian is also furnished.
In the spirit of the Arnold conjecture, the main result of hyperka¨hler Floer theory
developed [HNS] is that the number of critical points of the action functional is
bounded from below by the sum of Betti numbers of the target manifold whenever
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the action functional is Morse. For technical reasons, the target manifold must be
flat.
Our main goal is to show that this version of the Arnold conjecture can be further
generalized and refined. We prove an analog of the conjecture (both the degenerate
and non-degenerate case) for the time manifold Tr and a target space equipped
with r flat “anti-commuting” Ka¨hler structures. More precisely, the target space is
a compact quotient of a representation of a Clifford algebra. In the degenerate case,
the lower bound is given in terms of the cup-length of the target space. We also
prove a version of the degenerate Arnold conjecture for the time manifold SUp2q
and a flat hyperka¨hler target space.
In contrast with [HNS], the argument we utilize to prove these results is not pre-
cisely Floer theoretic, but rather it is a finite-dimensional approximation combined
with Morse or Ljusternik–Schnirelman theory for generating functions, following
the line of reasoning from [CZ]. The difference is, from our perspective, rather
technical and the two methods usually give the same results when they both ap-
ply, with, perhaps, the finite-dimensional approximation approach having a slight
edge. (Of course, in the context of Hamiltonian dynamics, Floer theory has a much
broader range.)
1.1. Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Sonja Hohloch, Richard Montgomery,
Gregor Noetzel, Jie Qing, Dietmar Salamon, Alan Weinstein, and Martin Weissman
for useful discussions.
2. Main Results
Let V be a vector space equipped with r symplectic structures ω1, . . . , ωr, which
are all compatible with the same inner product 〈 , 〉. In other words, there exist
orthogonal (with respect to 〈 , 〉) operators J1, . . . , Jr on V such that J
2
l  I for
all l, i.e., these operators are complex structures, and
〈X,Y 〉  ωlpX, JlY q for all X and Y in V .
Assume furthermore that the complex structures Jl anti-commute:
JlJj   JjJl  0 whenever l  j. (2.1)
Such a collection of complex (or equivalently symplectic) structures can exist
for arbitrarily large values of r, depending on the dimension of V . It exists if and
only if the unit sphere in V admits r linearly independent vector fields; see [Hu,
Chapter 12 and 16] and, in particular, pp. 152–154 therein. More specifically, let
dimV  24d cb, where d ¥ 0 and 0 ¤ c ¤ 3 are integers and b is odd. Then the
maximal value of r for V is 8d   2c  1. In fact, equipping V with the structures
J1, . . . , Jr is equivalent to turning V into an (orthogonal) representation of the
Clifford algebra of a negative definite quadratic form on Rr. Note also that the
forms ωl generate a “pencil” of symplectic structures, i.e., as is easy to see, any non-
trivial linear combination ω 
°
λlωl is symplectic. Likewise, a linear combination
J 
°
λlJl is, up to a factor, a complex structure. More precisely, J
2
 p
°
λ2l qI.
Example 2.1 (Hyperka¨hler structures). A standard example of a vector space with
such structures is a hyperka¨hler vector space. In this case, r  3 and the complex
structures Jl satisfy the quaternionic relations, i.e., in addition to (2.1) we also have
J1J2  J3.
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Let now W be a smooth compact quotient of V by a group of transformations
preserving all of the above structures on W . For instance, W can be the quotient
of V by a lattice. (There are, however, other examples; see, e.g., [HNS, p. 2548].)
Furthermore, let us fix a closed manifold M equipped with a volume form µ
and r divergence–free vector fields v1, . . . , vr. This manifold will take the role of
“time” in Hamiltonian dynamics. More specifically, the following two examples are
of interest to us.
Example 2.2 (The torus). In this example,M is the r-dimensional torus Tr  Rr{Zr
with angular coordinates t1, . . . , tr, the vector fields vl are the coordinate vector
fields Btl , and µ  dt1 ^ . . . ^ dtr. More generally, we can replace the coordinate
vector fields by any basis of vector fields with constant coefficients.
Example 2.3 (The special unitary group SUp2q). Here r  3 and M  SUp2q
is equipped with the (probability) Haar measure µ. The vector fields vl are the
right-invariant vector fields whose values at the unit e are:
v1peq 

0 i
i 0


, v2peq 

0 1
1 0


, v3peq 

i 0
0 i


. (2.2)
More generally, we may replace SUp2q by the homogeneous space M  SUp2q{G,
where G  SUp2q is a discrete subgroup. The vector fields vl naturally descend to
this quotient.
By analogy with Hamiltonian dynamics, a Hamiltonian is a smooth function
H : M W Ñ R.
The action functional AH is defined on the space E of C
8-smooth (or just C2),
null-homotopic maps f : M Ñ W . We introduce AH in two steps. First, let
F : r0, 1s M Ñ W be a homotopy between f and the constant map. This is an
analog of a capping in the definition of the standard Hamiltonian action functional.
The unperturbed action functional is
Apfq  
¸
l
»
r0, 1sM
Fωl ^ ivlµ.
It is routine to check that Apfq is well-defined, i.e., independent of F . (Here it
would be sufficient to assume that, e.g., the universal covering ofW is contractible.)
Finally, the total or perturbed action functional is
AHpfq  Apfq 
»
M
Hpfqµ. (2.3)
For instance, when r  1 and M  T1, we obtain the ordinary action functional
of Hamiltonian dynamics. Furthermore, it is easy to see that in the setting of
Example 2.2 (with r  3) or of Example 2.3 the perturbed and unperturbed action
functionals coincide, up to a sign, with those defined in [HNS].
The differential of A at f P E is
pdAqf pwq 
¸
l
»
M
ωlpLvlf, wqµ,
where w P TfE is a vector field along f . Thus, the gradient of A with respect to
the natural L2-metric on E is a Dirac type operator
∇L2Apfq 
¸
l
JlLvlf : Cf.
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Hence, we have
∇L2AH pfq  Cf ∇Hpfq,
where∇H denotes the gradient ofH alongW . As a consequence, the critical points
of AH are solutions f P E of the equation
Cf  ∇Hpfq. (2.4)
At a critical point f of AH , the Hessian d
2
fAH is defined in the standard way as
the second variation of AH . This is a quadratic form on TfE equal to the L
2-pairing
with the linearization of ∇L2AH at f . We call f a non-degenerate critical point
when this operator TfE Ñ TfE is one-to-one, cf. [HNS, p. 2559]. A Hamiltonian H
is said to be non-degenerate when all critical points of AH are non-degenerate. In
the setting of Examples 2.2 and 2.3, non-degeneracy is a generic condition on H ,
i.e., the set of non-degenerate Hamiltonians is residual in C8pM W q. (The proof
in [HNS, p. 2574–2576] covers Example 2.3 and carries over to Example 2.2 for all
r with straightforward modifications.)
Finally, denote by CLpW q the cup-length of W , i.e., the maximal number of
elements in H
¡0pW ;Fq such that their cup-product is not equal to zero, also
maximized over all fields F. Likewise, let SBpW q (the sum of Betti numbers) stand
for
°
j dimFHjpW ;Fq, maximized again over all F.
In the spirit of the Arnold conjecture and of [HNS], our main result is
Theorem 2.4. Assume that M is as in Example 2.2, or that V is hyperka¨hler
and M is as in Example 2.3. Then for any Hamiltonian H, the action functional
AH has at least CLpW q   1 critical points. If H is non-degenerate, the number of
critical points is bounded from below by SBpW q.
We emphasize that the non-degenerate case of this theorem was originally proved
in [HNS] in the setting of a hyperka¨hler target space and the domain being either
M  SUp2q or M  T3.
Theorem 2.4 suggests that in this context a version of Hamiltonian Floer theory
can be developed beyond the setting where the target space W is hyperka¨hler
and the domain M is hypercontact as in [HNS]. It appears that more generally a
collection, as above, of r symplectic and complex structures onW may be sufficient
for such a theory. Note however that manifolds equipped with such structures must
be extremely rare, cf. [GHJ, Chapter 21]. For instance, once r ¥ 2, every such a
manifold is automatically hyperka¨hler with the third complex structure J1J2. The
authors are not aware of any non-flat example where r ¡ 3. Note also that similar,
although not quite identical, types of structures (at least on the complex side of
the story) are considered in [MS, Jo]. Pencils of symplectic structures also arise on
the point-wise (i.e., linear algebra) level on the manifolds equipped with fat fiber
bundles introduced in [We1] or fat distributions; see [Mo, Section 5.6] and references
therein, and also [FZ]. It is less clear what in this setting the right structure on the
time manifoldM should be. We examine further generalizations of the hyperka¨hler
Arnold conjecture elsewhere.
Remark 2.5. In the context of Floer theory, two properties of the operator C, hidden
in our proof, are particularly important. Namely, the operator C and the operator
Bs  C on R  M must both be elliptic on the space of V -valued functions on
M . To see when this is the case, let us assume for the sake of simplicity that the
vector fields vl form a basis at every point of M . Then C is elliptic if and only
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the symbol σpCq 
°
λlJl is invertible for all non-zero (co)vectors λ  pλ1, . . . , λrq.
This is clearly the case when, as above, the linear operators Jl are anti-commuting
complex structures; for then σpCq2  p
°
λ2l qI. In a similar vein, Bs  C is elliptic
if and only if σpBsCq  λ0I 
°
λlJl is invertible for all pλ0, λq  0. This is again
automatically the case in our setting.
Remark 2.6. Theorem 2.4 extends to the case where the manifold W is a non-
compact quotient of V without any significant changes in the proof. However,
now certain restrictions must be imposed on the behavior of the Hamiltonian H at
infinity and the lower bounds on the number of critical points may possibly depend
on these restrictions. To be more specific, let us assume that a finite coveringW 1 of
W is a Riemannian product of a flat torus and a Euclidean space V 1. (For instance,
W can be an iterated cotangent bundle of a flat manifold; it is not hard to see that
this W carries the required structure.) Then it suffices to require the lift of H to
M W 1 to coincide outside a compact set with a non-degenerate quadratic form
on V 1 with constant coefficients. In this case, the lower bounds on the number of
critical points are again CLpW q   1 and, respectively, SBpW q.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.4
As has been pointed out in the introduction, the argument follows closely the
finite-dimensional reduction method of Conley and Zehnder, [CZ]. The method
utilizes the Fourier expansion of f : M Ñ W over M to reduce the problem to
now standard finite-dimensional Morse theory for generating functions. In fact,
when M  Tr, the proof carries over essentially word-for-word with hardly more
than notational changes. The case of M  SUp2q is more involved. For then
we use Fourier analysis on SUp2q – the Peter–Weyl theorem – entailing somewhat
lengthier calculations. In both cases, the main point of the proof is obtaining an
explicit expression for Cf in terms of the Fourier expansion of f . Once this is done,
we faithfully adhere to the line of reasoning from [CZ], and hence omit here some
straightforward, technical details of the proof.
3.1. The Tr-case. Throughout the proof, we will assume that v1, . . . , vr are the
coordinate vector fields on M  Tr  Rr{Zr. The case of an arbitrary basis of
constant vector fields can be handled in a similar way.
Furthermore, let us first assume that W is the quotient of a vector space V by a
lattice. (As a consequence, W is a torus.) We will discuss the modifications needed
to deal with the general case at the end of the proof.
In what follows, it will be convenient to view V as a complex vector space,
equipped with one of the complex structures Jl, say, J  Jr. Since f is null-
homotopic, it can be lifted to a map f˜ : M Ñ V . Consider the Fourier expansion
of f˜ :
f˜ptq 
¸
k
expp2pik  tJqfˆk,
where t  pt1, . . . , trq P T
r and k  pk1, . . . , krq P Z
r and the Fourier coefficients fˆk
are elements of V . Note that among these coefficients, the coefficients with k  0
are completely determined by f and independent of the lift. (This is the point
where it is essential that W is the quotient of V by a lattice.) The mean value
fˆ0 depends on the lift f˜ , but its image in W is again completely determined by f .
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Hence we can, keeping the same notation fˆ0 for the mean value, unambiguously
express f as
fptq 
¸
k
expp2pik  tJqfˆk, (3.1)
where now fˆ0 PW and fˆk P V when k  0.
In other words, here we view E as an infinite-dimensional vector bundle over
W with projection map f ÞÑ fˆ0. This vector bundle is trivial and its fiber F
is canonically isomorphic to the space of smooth maps M Ñ V with zero mean.
The Fourier expansion allows us, using self-explanatory notation, to regard E as a
sub-bundle in W  L20pM,V q.
Our next goal is to obtain an explicit expression for Cf in terms of the Fourier
expansion (3.1). As we will soon see, the operator C block-diagonalizes once we
group together the kth and pkqth terms in (3.1). (Note that since C kills constant
terms we can view it as either a linear operator on F or a fiberwise linear operator
on E  W  F independent of the point of the base.) To be more precise, let k
stand for a pair pk, kq, with k  0. The pair is ordered lexicographically, i.e., so
that the first non-zero component of k is positive. Let Fk be the subspace of F
formed by functions expp2pik  tJqX   expp2pik  tJqY with X and Y in V . Note
that L20pM,V q is the L
2-direct sum of the spaces Fk for all pairs k
. Below, we
will use the identification Fk  V ` V , where the first term corresponds to k
and the second one to k, and denote by I the identity operator on V .
Lemma 3.1. The space Fk is invariant under C and on this space, C acts as
Ak  2pi

krI J
°r1
l1 klJl
J
°r1
l1 klJl krI

. (3.2)
Furthermore, Ak is invertible and
A1
k

1
4pi2}k}2
Ak , (3.3)
where }k}2  k21   . . .  k
2
r , and
}A1
k
} 
1
2pi}k}
. (3.4)
Remark 3.2. This lemma is more precise than is really necessary for the proof.
In fact, explicit expressions for Ak , its inverse and the norm of the inverse are
irrelevant. It would be sufficient to just know that Ak is invertible and that
}A1
k
}  Op1{}k}q.
Proof of the lemma. Recall that M is a torus, vl  B{Btl and
Cf 
¸
Jl
Bf
Btl
.
Thus, as a straightforward calculation shows,
Cf  2pi
¸
k
expp2pik  tJq

J
r1¸
l1
klJlfˆk  kr fˆk

.
Here we use the fact that J  Jr anti-commutes with Jl for l  1, . . . , r  1. This
expression shows that Fk is invariant under C and immediately implies (3.2). Now
(3.3) is straightforward to check using again the fact that the complex structures
Jl with l  1, . . . , r anti-commute. To finish the proof of the lemma, it remains to
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establish (3.4). (The estimate }A1
k
}  Op1{}k}q mentioned in Remark 3.2 is an
easy consequence of (3.3).)
The exact expression (3.4) can either be verified by a direct calculation or proved
as follows. Namely, using again the fact that all complex structures Jl anti-commute
and are orthogonal operators, it is easy to check that pJ
°
klJlq
J
 Jp
°
klJlq.
Then, from (3.2) and (3.3), we infer that Ak and A
1
k
are self-adjoint. Using again
(3.3), we have
〈
A1
k
Z,A1
k
Z
〉

〈
Z,A1
k
A1
k
Z
〉

1
4pi2}k}2
〈
Z,AkA
1
k
Z
〉

1
4pi2}k}2
}Z}2
for any Z P Fk. This proves (3.4) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
The rest of the argument, closely following [CZ], has become quite standard by
now and is included here only for the sake of completeness. Denote by FN the
subspace in F formed by smooth maps f with fˆk  0 whenever }k} ¥ N . In other
words, FN consists of Fourier polynomials of degree less thanN , where the degree is
defined as }k} in place of the more conventional |k|  |k1|  . . . |kr|. Furthermore,
let FKN be the L
2-orthogonal complement of FN in F , i.e., F
K
N is the space of
smooth maps f with fˆk  0 whenever }k}   N . We can view EN : W  FN as a
subbundle in E . It will also be useful to regard E as a vector bundle over EN with
fiber FKN . Denote by PN the (fiberwise) L
2-orthogonal projection of E onto EN and
by PKN the projection of E  EN  F
K
N onto the second component F
K
N .
As is clear from Lemma 3.1, the operator C|FK
N
is invertible. Its inverse, which
we denote by C1N , is L
2-bounded. Hence, C1N extends by continuity to the L
2-
completion F¯KN of F
K
N . (The space F¯
K
N is formed by L
2-maps f : M Ñ V with zero
mean such that fˆk  0 for all k with }k}   N .) Furthermore, again by Lemma 3.1,
we see that }C1N }L2 ¤ 1{2piN and C
1
N sends functions of Sobolev class H
s to
functions of class Hs 1. (The latter statement is, of course, also a consequence of
the fact, mentioned in Remark 2.5, that C is a first order elliptic operator; see, e.g.,
[LM, Chap. III].)
Our goal is to show that equation (2.4) has at least the desired number of solu-
tions. Let f  g   h with g P EN and h P F
K
N . Clearly, f satisfies (2.4) if and only
if we have
Cg  PN∇Hpg   hq (3.5)
and
Ch  PKN∇Hpg   hq. (3.6)
Let us focus on the second of these equations with g fixed and both sides viewed
as functions of h, cf. [CZ]. Clearly, (3.6) is equivalent to
h  C1N P
K
N∇Hpg   hq. (3.7)
Note that the right hand side is now defined for all h P F¯KN without any smoothness
requirement. We claim that when N is large enough, for any g P EN , equation (3.7)
(and hence (3.6)) has a unique solution h  hpgq and this solution is smooth.
To show this, note first that, when N is sufficiently large, h ÞÑ C1N P
K
N∇Hpg hq
is a contraction operator on F¯KN with respect to the L
2-norm. Indeed,
}C
1
N P
K
N∇Hpg h1qC
1
N P
K
N∇Hpg h0q}L2 ¤
1
2piN
}∇Hpg h1q∇Hpg h0q}L2
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and, in obvious notation,
}∇Hpg   h1q ∇Hpg   h0q}L2 



» 1
0
d
ds
∇Hpg   sh1   p1 sqh0q ds



L2
¤ }∇2H}L8}h1  h0}L2 .
Hence,
}C
1
N P
K
N∇Hpg   h1q  C
1
N P
K
N∇Hpg   h0q}L2 ¤ Op1{Nq}h1  h0}L2 ,
which shows that we can indeed choose N such that the map h ÞÑ C1N P
K
N∇Hpg hq
is a contraction. The fact that the fixed point h  hpgq of this operator is a smooth
function is established by the standard bootstrapping argument. Namely, we have
Ch  PKN∇Hpg   hq P L
2
 H0, and therefore h P H1. Now, since H and g are
smooth, we also have PKN∇Hpg   hq P H
1, and hence h P H2, etc.
From a more geometrical perspective, hpgq is the unique critical point of the
action functional AH on the fiber over g of the vector bundle E Ñ EN . Set Φpgq :
AHpg   hpgqq. In other words, Φ is obtained from AH by restricting the action
functional to the section g ÞÑ hpgq of this vector bundle, formed by the fiber-wise
critical points. Therefore, g is a critical point of Φ if and only if f  g   hpgq is
a critical point of AH , i.e., a solution of (2.4), and every critical point of AH is
captured in this way. It remains to show that the generating function Φ on EN has
the required number of critical points.
The key feature of this function is that it is asymptotically (i.e., at infinity in
the fibers of EN) a non-degenerate quadratic form. To be more precise, set
Φ0pgq  Apgq  〈Cg, g〉L2 and R  Φ Φ0.
The unperturbed action Φ0 is a fiberwise non-degenerate quadratic form. By def-
inition, ∇Φ0pgq  Cg. (The quadratic form Φ0 has zero signature, but this is not
essential for what follows.) Furthermore, the perturbation R is small compared to
Φ0, when N is sufficiently large. Namely, for our purposes it is sufficient to show
that fiberwise
|R|   }∇R}   }∇Φ0} outside a compact set. (3.8)
Here and throughout the rest of the proof, the metric on EN  W  FN is the
product of the fiberwise L2-metric and the metric on W .
To establish (3.8), note first that H and ∇H are bounded; for H is a function
on a compact manifold. Therefore, the integral of H makes a bounded contribution
to R and ∇R, while the right hand side of (3.8) grows linearly as g Ñ 8 in the
fiber. Thus, we can ignore H in (3.8) and only need to estimate the growth of the
difference
R0 : Apg   hpgqq Apgq  2 〈Cg, hpgq〉  〈Chpgq, hpgq〉 ,
or to be more precise of |R0| together with }∇R0}. First observe that |R0pgq| is
bounded by Op1{Nqp}∇Φ0pgq}   1q. (Here and below all the bounds are in the
L2-norm.) This follows from the facts that the function g ÞÑ hpgq is uniformly
bounded by a constant Op1{Nq, due to (3.7), and that the function g ÞÑ Chpgq is
uniformly bounded, due to (3.6). In a similar vein, it is not hard to show that
}∇R0pgq} is bounded from above by Op1q   Op1{Nq}∇Φ0pgq}. (To this end, one
also uses the fact that the derivative of the function g ÞÑ hpgq is uniformly bounded
by a constant Op1{Nq, as can be seen by differentiating (3.7) with respect to g.)
Together, these upper bounds prove (3.8).
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A similar argument shows that a critical point g of Φ is non-degenerate when
f  g   hpgq is a non-degenerate critical point of AH .
Finally, recall that whenever Φ  Φ0   R is a function on the total space of a
vector bundle over an arbitrary closed manifoldW , such that Φ0 is a fiberwise non-
degenerate quadratic form and (3.8) holds, the function Φ has at least CLpW q   1
critical points. Moreover, when Φ is Morse, the number of critical points is bounded
from below by SBpW q. This is a standard fact and we refer the reader to [CZ] for
the original proof and to, e.g., [We2] for a different argument. (Here we only
mention that the requirement (3.8) enables one to modify Φ outside a sufficiently
large compact set, without creating new critical points, to turn it into a function
identically equal to Φ0 at infinity.)
Turning to the general case where W is the quotient of V by a group Γ, we
argue as follows. First recall that Γ contains a finite-index subgroup Γ1 consisting
of only parallel transports, [Wo, p. 110]. Thus W 1  V {Γ1 is a torus and the
projectionW 1 ÑW is a covering map with the finite group Π  Γ{Γ1 acting as the
group of deck transformations. The previous argument applies to the natural lift
of the problem to W 1 and the entire construction is Π-equivariant. As a result, we
obtain a vector bundle E 1N Ñ W
1 equipped with a Π-action covering the Π-action
on W 1 and a Π-invariant function Φ1 on E 1N , which is asymptotically quadratic at
infinity. The critical points of AH for the original problem correspond to the Π-
orbits of the critical points of Φ1. Passing to the quotient by Π, we arrive at a
vector bundle overW and a smooth function Φ on its total space E 1N{Π. (The total
space is smooth; for the Π-action on E 1N is free as an action covering a free action
on W 1.) The function Φ is asymptotically quadratic and its critical points are in
one-to-one correspondence with the critical points of AH for the original problem.
The theorem now follows as before from the lower bounds on the number of critical
points of Φ.
3.2. The SUp2q-case. Let us now consider the setting where M  SUp2q and
r  3 and W is the quotient, by a lattice, of a hyperka¨hler vector space V with
complex structures J1, J2 and J3. (In particular,W is a torus.) The case of a more
general quotient W  V {Γ can be reduced to this one exactly as in Section 3.1; see
the previous paragraph. Furthermore, the case where M is the quotient SUp2q{G
does not present any new difficulties and in fact follows from the argument below.
Throughout the rest of the proof, we will treat V as a real vector space or as a
complex vector space with complex structure J  J3. Let us also fix a Hermitian
inner product on V , which, when necessary, we can also view as a real inner product
by discarding the imaginary part.
The space L2pSUp2q, V q is a unitary representation of SUp2q, which, by the
Peter–Weyl theorem, decomposes into an L2-sum of irreducible representations Pk,
k  0, 1, 2, . . ., of SUp2q with Pk entering the sum with multiplicity dimCpPk b V q;
see, e.g., [Bo].
The irreducible representation Pk is the natural representation of SUp2q on the
space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in two complex variables z1 and z2.
The SUp2q-action on Pk is given by x  p  p x
1 for p P Pk and x P SUp2q. Let us
turn Pk into a unitary representation by fixing a Hermitian inner product 〈, 〉 on
Pk which is invariant under the group action. (Note that that such an inner product
is unique up to a factor; the normalization of the inner product is immaterial for
what follows.) Set e
pkq
a  z
a
1z
ka
2
for a  0, . . . , k. This is an orthogonal basis of Pk
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with respect to 〈, 〉. The matrix coefficients e
pkq
a,b : SUp2q Ñ C for a, b P t0, . . . , ku
are defined as
e
pkq
a,bpxq 
〈
x  epkqa , e
pkq
b
〉
.
These are complex–valued functions on SUp2q. With i acting as J  J3, we will
view matrix coefficients as GLpV q–valued functions.
As in the torus case, the domain E of the action functional AH consists of
smooth null-homotopic functions f : SUp2q Ñ W . Such a function f lifts to an
L2-map f˜ : SUp2q Ñ V . Using the Peter–Weyl theorem, we can decompose f˜ as
f˜pxq 
¸
k¥0
k¸
a,b0
e
pkq
a,bpxqfˆ
pkq
a,b .
Here the sum converges in L2pSUp2q, V q, the terms are mutually L2-orthogonal,
and the Fourier coefficients fˆ
pkq
a,b P V are uniquely determined by f˜ . (The same of
course holds for any V -valued L2-function on SUp2q.)
It is essential for what follows that the coefficients of the non-constant matrix
elements, i.e., the vectors fˆ
pkq
a,b P V for k  0, depend only on f and are independent
of the lift. As in the torus case, we can therefore write, slightly abusing notation,
fpxq 
¸
k¥0
k¸
a,b0
e
pkq
a,bpxqfˆ
pkq
a,b , (3.9)
where fˆ
pkq
a,b P V when k  0 and the mean value fˆ
p0q
0,0 is an element of W . Thus,
the space E can be viewed as an infinite-dimensional vector bundle over W with
projection map f ÞÑ fˆ
p0q
0,0 . This vector bundle is trivial and its fiber F is canonically
isomorphic to the space of smooth maps SUp2q Ñ V with zero mean.
For a fixed k ¡ 0, we denote by Fk the subspace of L
2
pSUp2q, V q which is
spanned by all functions e
pkq
a,bpxqw for w P V and a, b P t0, . . . , ku. This is the
subspace formed by the functions f such that fˆ
plq
a,b  0 for l  k.
We are now in a position to find an explicit representation of the operator Cf
in terms of the Fourier expansion of f . The image of a function f under C is inde-
pendent of the mean value fˆ
p0q
0,0 , since the constant term is killed by the derivatives
in C. Therefore, we can view C as a fiberwise linear map on E  W  F , which
is independent of the point in the base W . Our goal is to block-diagonalize C. In
what follows, it is useful to keep in mind that this operator is not complex linear.
In order to identify the invariant subspaces of C, we utilize the decomposition ofF
over irreducible representations along with the quaternionic structure on V . To be
more precise, recall that V is not just a complex vector space, but also a quaternionic
vector space; for the complex structures J1, J2, J3 satisfy the quaternionic relations.
Thus, we can decompose V as the sum of four real vector spaces intertwined by the
operators Jm, i.e., V  V0 ` V1 ` V2 ` V3  V
4
0 , where Vm  JmV0 for m  1, 2, 3.
Let us denote by I the identity map on V or V0.
Lemma 3.3. The operator C preserves the subspaces Fk and on each of this sub-
spaces block-diagonalizes as the sum of the following operators:
(i) the scalar operator k  I on the space e
pkq
a,0 V ,
(ii) the operator
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
pk  2bqI p1qa b2pk  b  1qI
p1qa b2bI p2b k  2qI

(3.10)
on the subspace e
pkq
a,b V0 ` e
pkq
ka,kb 1V2  V0 ` V0 for b P t1, . . . , ku,
(iii) the operator

pk  2bqI p1qa b 12pk  b  1qI
p1qa b 12bI p2b k  2qI

(3.11)
on the space e
pkq
a,b V1 ` e
pkq
ka,kb 1V3  V0 ` V0 for b P t1, . . . , ku.
Furthermore, on each of the subspaces Fk with k ¡ 0, the operator C is invertible
and its inverse has norm 1{k.
Remark 3.4. As in the torus case, this lemma is more precise than is really necessary
for the proof. It would be sufficient to know that C|Fk is invertible for k ¡ 0 and
that its inverse has norm Op1{kq.
Proof. First let us determine the matrix representation of the operator C and show
that the subspaces Fk are invariant. Recall that the operator C is given by
C  J1Lv1   J2Lv2   J3Lv3 ,
where the right-invariant vector fields vl are defined by their values at the identity
as in (2.2). Computing the Lie derivatives yields
J1 Lv1e
pkq
a,b  J1J3

b e
pkq
a,b1   pk  bq e
pkq
a,b 1
	
,
J2 Lv2e
pkq
a,b  J2

b e
pkq
a,b1   pk  bq e
pkq
a,b 1
	
and
J3 Lv3e
pkq
a,b  J3

J3pk  2bq e
pkq
a,b
	
.
Here we set e
pkq
a,1  0  e
pkq
a,k 1. (In fact, the actual definition of these functions
is immaterial since they enter the formulas with zero coefficients.) Taking into
account the quaternionic relations between the complex structures, we obtain
Ce
pkq
a,b  pk  2bq e
pkq
a,b  J2 2b e
pkq
a,b1. (3.12)
When b  0, this is the result of part (i) of the lemma.
To deal with the case b  0, recall first that J2 is not a complex linear operator
on V : it does not commute with J  J3. However, it anti-commutes with J , i.e.,
J2J  JJ2, and hence
J2 e
pkq
a,b  e
pkq
a,b J2,
since the matrix coefficients are C-valued functions. A direct calculation of the
matrix coefficients or an argument using the conjugate representation of SUp2q
yields that
e
pkq
a,b J2  p1q
a be
pkq
ka,kb J2.
Using this, we can rewrite (3.12) for b  0 as
Ce
pkq
a,b  pk  2bq e
pkq
a,b   p1q
a b2b e
pkq
ka,kb 1 J2
With the identifications V0 ` J2V0  V0 ` V2  V0 ` V0 and V1 ` J2V1  V1` V3 
V0`V0, this formula immediately implies the matrix representations given in parts
(ii) and (iii).
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Let us now turn to the “moreover” part of the lemma and prove the bounds on
the inverse of C. It is not hard to check that the operator C is invertible on Fk
for k ¡ 0 by computing the eigenvalues of the matrices. In the case b  0 in part
(i), it is clear that k is the only eigenvalue. On the subspaces considered in parts
(ii) and (iii), one easily computes the eigenvalues to be k and k  2. Thus, zero
is not an eigenvalue for k ¡ 0 and the operator is invertible and, moreover, the
inverse of C|Fk , has eigenvalues 1{k and 1{pk   2q. Furthermore, the eigenvectors
are mutually orthogonal since C is self-adjoint. This shows that the norm of the
inverse of C|Fk is indeed 1{k as stated in the lemma. 
The remaining part of the proof of Theorem 2.4 goes through almost word-
for-word as in the torus case and in [CZ]. Recall that we view the space of all
null-homotopic functions as a trivial vector bundle E W F and that the fiber F
is the direct sum of the subspaces Fk for k ¡ 0. Closely following the reasoning in
the torus case (see Section 3.1), we denote the direct sum of Fk for 0   k   N by
FN and its L
2-orthogonal complement by FKN . Thus, FN consists of all functions
with fˆ
pkq
a,b  0 for k ¥ N . For f P F
K
N , we have fˆ
pkq
a,b  0 for k   N .
Set EN  W  FN and denote the fiberwise orthogonal projection of E onto
EN by PN . Let P
K
N again denote the projection of E  EN  F
K
N onto the second
component. By Lemma 3.3, the restriction of the operator C to FKN is invertible
and, on FKN , the L
2-norm of the inverse C1N : pC|FKN q
1 is bounded by Op1{Nq.
As a consequence, this operator extends by continuity to the L2-completion F¯KN
of FKN .
We need to show that equation (2.4) has at least the desired number of solutions.
As in Section 3.1, we write f  g h with g P EN and h P F
K
N and break the equation
(2.4) into equations (3.5) and (3.6). For a fixed g P EN , equation (3.6) gives rise to
the fixed point problem
h  C1N P
K
N∇Hpg   hq (3.13)
for h P FKN , where the right hand side is defined for all h P F¯
K
N without any
smoothness requirement. We claim that for any sufficiently largeN and any g P EN ,
equation (3.13) has a unique solution h  hpgq and that this solution is smooth.
The existence of the solution hpgq is established by the same argument as in the
torus case. Namely, the Hamiltonian H is smooth and compactly supported. Thus,
H and ∇H are uniformly bounded by a constant. The norm of C1N is bounded
by Op1{Nq, due to Lemma 3.3. For fixed g and H , we can therefore choose N
sufficiently large so that the operator h ÞÑ C1N P
K
N∇Hpg hq is a contraction. This
proves the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point hpgq.
To show that hpgq is smooth, we invoke elliptic regularity. Namely, recall that,
since C is a first order elliptic operator (see Remark 2.5), a solution h of the equation
Ch  y is of Sobolev class Hs 1 whenever h and y are Hs; see, e.g., [LM, Chap.
III]. Applying this to y  PKN∇Hpg   hq and using the standard bootstrapping
argument as in Section 3.1, we conclude that h is C8-smooth.
From here on, the argument from the torus case applies without any modifica-
tions. The calculations in Section 3.1 are independent of the specific setting of the
torus case, relying only on the definition of the action AH by (2.3). The function
Φ is asymptotically a non-degenerate quadratic form in the fibers of the bundle
E Ñ EN . (Note that, in contrast to the torus case, the quadratic form Φ does not
have zero signature on the subspaces Fk. However, this is not relevant for the proof
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of the theorem.) A critical point g of Φ is non-degenerate if and only if f  g hpgq
is a non-degenerate critical point of AH .
Finally, recall that, as was already mentioned in Section 3.1, a function Φ on the
total space of a vector bundle over a closed manifold W has at least CLpW q   1
critical points, whenever Φ is asymptotically a non-degenerate quadratic form and Φ
satisfies (3.8). Moreover, when Φ is Morse, the number of critical points is bounded
from below by SBpW q. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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